ABSTRACT. A study is made of transformations carrying certain quadratic and quaternary quadratic forms into multiples of themselves, and it is shown how these are related to the study of modules over quadratic and quaternion rings. Special automorphic transformations of n-ary quadratic forms may also exhibit a structure like those in the quadratic and quaternary cases.
Introduction.
In this paper we will be concerned with Z-orders in composition algebras (cf. [4] ) of dimensions 2 and 4 over Q (Z denotes the ring of integers, Q the rationals), the quadratic and quaternion algebras, respectively.
Specifically, we will identify modules over quadratic and quaternion rings with automorphic transformations of related quadratic forms. Certain automorphic transformations of B-ary quadratic forms are also discussed. The author wishes to express his appreciation to Professor Gordon Pall for his encouragement and many helpful suggestions concerning this research. Also, Dennis Estes, in several letters to the author and to Dr. Pall, communicated a number of (heretofore unpublished) ideas and results which have been utilized in this paper.
Accordingly, the author wishes to acknowledge Professor Estes' contribution.
The reader will recall that a composition algebra over a field K, of characteristic not 2, is a pair (fl, N), where U. is an algebra over K and N is a function (called the norm), N:d -» K, such that, for a, ß £ (3, c £ K, (i) N(a/3)= (Na)(Nß);
(ii) N(ca)=c2iVa;
(iii) the inner product (a, /3)= N(a + ß)-Na-Nß is bilinear;
(iv) N is nondegenerate; that is, if (a, ß) = 0 for each ß £ Ö, then a = 0; and (v) u has an identity element i: ia = ai= a fot all a £ u. 
BART RICE
An element a e U will be called pure if a e (Ki); that is, if (a, t) = 0. Thus if y e u, we may wtite y uniquely as y = ci + a, where c e K and a is pure. The conjugate of y is defined by y = ci -a. It is easily shown that (ctß, y) = (a, yß) = (ß, äy) and aß = ßa. It is well known (cf. [4] ) that a composition algebra fl over Q has dimension 1 (Q itself), 2 (the quadratic fields), 4 (the quaternion algebras), or 8 (nonassociative algebras). Henceforth we assume that the dimension of U over Q is 2 or 4.
Whenever we speak of a module in U we shall mean a finitely generated Zsubmodule M of U such that Qm = U; that is, such that M is free over Z of rank 2 or 4. We define the norm of 3H to be the least positive integer in m. Let ß., • • •, ßn be a basis for 3H. We will sometimes write ¡HI = [ß ,
is a quadratic form ifr = "2. . b ..x .x ., b.. e Q called the norm form of M for the n r id U » l ii basis ßy,"', ß . We may extract a rational number q and write \f> = qifj', where ifr is a primitive rz-ary quadratic form with coefficients in Z, called a primitive norm of )H for the basis ßy, • • •, ß . We verify easily that |iî| is an invariant of the choice of basis, and that equivalent bases give rise to equivalent norm forms.
A composition algebra of order 2 over Q is a field It follows that N(x + yw) = x + exy + (e -d)y /4, the norm form of R¿ fot the basis 1, (ù.
The four-dimensional composition algebras over K ate the quaternion algebras, 4-dimensional central algebras which are isomorphic to either a division algebra or the algebra of 2 x 2 matrices over K. O'Meara in [7] gives what is probably the best known definition of a quaternion algebra. However, for our purposes, a more suitable definition is the one which follows, first given by Pall in
[91
Let / be an integral ternary form, (a..) the matrix of /. Let (A..) = adj(tf..)
[if K is an n x n matrix, by "adj K" we mean the transpose of the matrix of co- We remark in passing that no generality is lost by studying the rings R(f);
for Estes has shown that every ring R of integral quaternions containing four linearly independent elements such that 1 £ R is isomorphic to a quaternion order associated with an integral ternary form.
2. Modules and automorphic transformations. 2x2 matrix T such that T'AT = eA corresponds an a e F. such that a3H C % or a3lîc DU. Specifically, a = (l/a)aj and Afa= ± e, where (a^ a2)= (a,r + a>)T.
If ft is primitive, those T's such that T: aüll -* M form a ring R, isomorphic with R,. Conversely, if a}H or a3H C Uli, a e F., there is an integral 2x2 matrix T satisfying T'aATa= (Na)A.
Clearly auïï C Uli, /3 Dïï C 5H imply (a+ ß)3ll C DU, aß)H C 3lî, and we easily verify that Ta+ß =Ta+Tß, Taß = TJß = TßT a = Tßa. Also, R ' = \a e F.: a3H C 1í] D ThenS'AS=l/2m((ß.,ß.)). If r = + l,then (1, 5,, 5.,, 8J equals both ßj^ßj, ß2, ß^ ß4) and fa. yx>y2>yi)Ç~X = fa^fOj, a2, ay a4)f-1ÍJ. Thus, taking p = ßyt°-\~\ a= Ç~ , we have pa.a= ß., 1 < z < 4.
If r = -1, we observe that fa"1^, a2, a3> a4)£-I(7 = (1, Sj,52,5 ) = (ßj, ß2, ß3, ß4)ßy U. Letting p = ßjf" , a= ä"1^, it follows that ß. = pä. Proof. Let U = [0n 9y 92 9^, N9k = 1, 0 < k < 3. Let pk = 9Q9k, k = 1, 2, 3. Since U'U = I, it follows that py, p2, p satisfy the hypothesis of (2. Thus if zz is odd, dim S: 3\ = 1. We remark in passing that, if we remove the restriction that A be definite, we can still conclude that n is even when dim S: Â = 4.
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